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New Foaming Hand Sanitizer in ADA Compliant Dispenser from Rochester
Midland Provides Twice the Hand Washings Per Bag
Rochester, NY — Rochester Midland introduces a new foaming hand sanitizer, HandGuard ® Foaming Alcohol
Hand Sanitizer, to complement our hand care program. Hand sanitizing is a critical tool to prevent the spread of
germs and keep building occupants and visitors healthy and safe. HandGuard Foaming Alcohol Hand Sanitizer
needs no water rinse and ships without flammable hazard DOT. The economical HandGuard Foaming Alcohol
Hand Sanitizer dispenses 0.75mL of foam per push, providing twice the number of hand washings per 1000mL
bag.
The attractive, contemporary design dispenser will be at home in even the most high end locations and is
guaranteed leakproof. It is made from durable ABS plastic and is ADA compliant. The large view window makes
it simple to monitor the sanitizer level – no more guessing. The multi-lingual bags of are labeled in English,
Spanish and French.
A Sustainable Solution
Taken as a whole, the new HandGuard Foaming Alcohol Hand Sanitizer is a sustainable solution. It encourages
hand hygiene to prevent the spread of germs. The dye and fragrance free formula and reduced
packaging/transportation help the environment. And it saves you time and money.
Rochester Midland offers housekeeping and restroom care programs designed for human health, safety, and the
environment. Rochester Midland is the leader in Green Housekeeping and their programs utilize third party
certified, biobased cleaning products, along with education and training programs for workers and building
occupants. Rochester Midland is committed to developing sustainable solutions for health, productivity and the
environment. For more information, contact Jim Br
www.rochestermidland.com.
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